
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

2011-2012 MUSTANG PERFORATED BCM COVER 

PART #273032 

 
Parts Included: 

1-Perforated Stainless Cover 

1-Self Stick Stainless Bracket w/Velcro 

1-Adhesive Promoter Pack 

 

Introduction:  This unique cover has been design to compliment the ACC 4pc Fender Covers and is very simple 

to install. 

Liner Information:  Your new accessories will come to you with a protective surface liner. Leave this liner in 

place until the installation is complete to prevent finger prints and or possible scratches during installation. 

1. You have been provided with a self-stick stainless steel bracket that contains a Velcro strip. It is this 

Velcro strip that will allow you to remove and replace the BCM cover as needed. To install this bracket 

you must first set the new cover in place to get yourself acquainted with just how it is intended to sit in 

place. At this time you will notice that the BCM unit itself is attached to a relatively heavy bracket to 



the left side of the unit. It is this bracket that you will install the additional bracket to which will secure 

the new BCM cover.  

 

2. Thoroughly scrub clean the side of the BCM bracket to remove any and all road grime and or dirt. Then 

swipe that area with the adhesive promoter provided. This chemical is not a cleaner but an adhesive 

accelerator which will insure that the new BCM bracket will attach permanently and securely. Once 

you have prepped the area simply peel the red release liner from the back of the new bracket and then 

set it directly to the BCM bracket in such a way as to allow the new cover to attach to the Velcro so 

that it is level and secure.  

 

 

3. Now that the new bracket has been properly installed simply remove the release liner from the Velcro 

half and then set the new stainless cover so that it makes contact with the Velcro half. Then remove 

the new cover so you can further set the Velcro by hand to insure a good and thorough bond. Now 

simply remove the protective liner and place the new cover back into position to finish the installation.  

 
 
 
 

If any questions occur during installation please call American Car Craft at 727-861-1500. 
 

Thank you for your purchase! 
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